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A Developmental Switch in Neurotransmitter
Flux Enhances Synaptic Efficacy by Affecting
AMPA Receptor Activation
(Kullmann, 1994; Isaac et al., 1995, 1997; Liao et al.,
1995; Durand et al., 1996; Wu et al., 1996; Bardoni et al.,
1998; Li and Zhuo, 1998). Consistently among these prepa-
rations it has been found that immature synapses are able
to undergo neurotransmitter release, but the postsynaptic
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Department of Biology responses appear to lack the a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-
4-isoxazolpropionate receptor (AMPAR)-mediated cur-Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 rents and, thus, are assumed to be ineffective at
transmitting fast depolarizing signals to a postsynaptic
neuron and therefore silent. The most commonly held
explanation for these silent currents is the lack of func-Summary
tional AMPARs postsynaptically (Bernard et al., 1997;
Malenka and Nicoll, 1997, 1999; Laube et al., 1998; Mali-Formation of glutamatergic synapses entails develop-
ment of “silent” immature contacts into mature func- now, 1999; Petralia et al., 1999; Takumi et al., 1999; but
see Kullmann et al., 1996; Kullmann and Asztely, 1998;tional synapses. To determine how this transformation
occurs, we investigated the development of neuro- Choi et al., 2000; Gasparini et al., 2000). Yet, a definitive
demonstration that silent synapses do not contain func-transmission at single synapses in vitro. Maturation
of presynaptic function, assayed with endocytotic tional AMPARs is still lacking. In fact, some apparent
discrepancies in this hypothesis have been noted (formarkers, followed accumulation of synapsin I. During
this period, synaptic transmission was primarily medi- review, see Atwood and Wojtowicz, 1999). Particularly,
there is disagreement between the relatively low propor-ated by activation of NMDA receptors, suggesting that
most synapses were functionally silent. However, local tion of synapses that are immunochemically identifiable
as potentially N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR)-glutamate application to silent synapses indicated that
these synapses contained functional AMPA receptors, only synapses (17%–28%; Nusser et al., 1998a) and the
high proportion of physiologically silent events. Use ofsuggesting a possible presynaptic locus for silent
transmission. Interference with presynaptic vesicle fu- local glutamate application to detect functional AMPAR
and NMDAR receptors has shown that both types ofsion by exposure to tetanus toxin reverted functional
to silent transmission, implicating SNARE-mediated receptors may be colocalized from early in synaptogen-
esis (Cottrell et al., 2000). Furthermore, a study on thefusion as a determinant of the ratio of NMDA:AMPA
receptor activation. This work reveals that functional assembly of individual glutamatergic synapses has
shown that the time courses of AMPAR and NMDARmaturation of synaptic transmission involves transfor-
mation of presynaptic silent secretion into mature syn- insertion follow similar clustering kinetics (Friedman et
al., 2000). Additionally, work has shown that initial inser-aptic transmitter release.
tion and localization of glutamate receptors are indepen-
dent of neuronal activity (Craig et al., 1993; Cottrell et al.,Introduction
2000; Friedman et al., 2000). These data suggest that there
may be alternative explanations for mechanisms underly-A full understanding of the course of maturation followed
by excitatory glutamatergic synapses remains an elu- ing silent synapse observations.
Absent thus far in studies on maturation of glutamatergicsive goal. One of the most compelling questions to re-
main largely unanswered is how the physiological char- synapses are experiments that directly test whether post-
synaptic sites of single silent synapses contain functionalacteristics of mature synapses are acquired during
development. Due to a combination of experimental and AMPARs in conjunction with NMDARs and how activation
of these receptors is regulated during development. Fur-genetic accessibility, much of what is currently known
about synapse formation and maturation has been de- thermore, no studies have yet tried to define the presyn-
aptic changes that accompany the conversion of silentrived from studies at the frog and Drosophila neuromus-
cular junctions (for review, see Sanes and Lichtman, to functional synapses during maturation. For this rea-
son, there is a general lack of evidence in favor of or1999). However, attention has recently focused on the
vertebrate central nervous system, where immature inef- against the possibility that presynaptic mechanisms
could participate in the maturation of silent synapses.fectual synapses, or “silent” synapses, can develop effi-
cacy during maturation and activity-dependent condi- Therefore, the goal of this study was to examine the
maturation of presynaptic and postsynaptic propertiestioning. Conversion of silent synapses into functional
ones offers a powerful mechanism for mediating synap- at glutamatergic synapses during the developmental pe-
riod when silent transmission becomes functional.tic plasticity (for review, see Malenka and Nicoll, 1997,
1999; Constantine-Paton and Cline, 1998; Atwood and
Wojtowicz, 1999; Malinow, 1999). Results
An elegant series of work has documented that multi-
ple vertebrate CNS preparations harbor silent synapses Synapsin I Localization Precedes Functional Dye
Uptake during Synaptic Maturation
Cultured hippocampal neurons extend neurites and* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: liu@
mit.edu). form synapses in a developmentally stereotypical and
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Figure 1. Functional Synaptic Vesicle Turnover follows Synapsin I Localization
(A) Cultured hippocampal terminals were functionally labeled with AM1-43 and stained for anti-synapsin I. AM1-43 (green) and anti-synapsin
I (red) images were taken concurrently to directly relate functionality of putative individual presynaptic boutons with localization of synapsin
I. Synapsin I puncta preceded functional labeling of synaptic terminals during development.
(B) Comparison of synapsin I puncta and FM1-43 puncta during development. Synaptic vesicle turnover followed accumulation of the
presynaptic protein by a 1–2 day delay. Puncta were normalized to length of arbor to separate increases in synaptic density from possible
confounding growth processes.
(C) FM1-43 intensity per punctum increased during maturation, following the initial appearance of endocytotically functional puncta (8 DIV,
n 5 33,285; 10 DIV, n 5 43,384; 12 DIV, n 5 20,871; and 15 DIV, n 5 62,181).
(D) I-V relation of the typical glutamate-evoked response from single FM puncta. (Top) Representative set of iontophoretically evoked responses
at graded membrane potentials. (Middle) I-V plot for the peak AMPA (filled circles) and NMDA (open squares) receptor–mediated components
of the glutamate-evoked response. (Bottom) Excitatory postsynaptic currents under normal conditions (17 DIV, 1 mM external Mg21; Vh 5
260mV) that reveal AMPAR or under conditions that allow for detection of AMPAR and NMDAR currents (0 mM external Mg21; Vh 5 260mV).
nearly synchronous manner, providing a system well creased by 3-fold, representing a rapid phase of new
synapse formation (0.93 6 0.08 to 3.05 6 0.23 puncta/suited for studying maturational changes during synap-
tic development. To determine when the molecular 20 mm; n 5 100 dendritic segments of 400 mm length
each). To assess the functional status of these terminals,framework for synaptic terminals is assembled in our
culture system, we used a presynaptic vesicle-associ- we used a presynaptic functional marker, FM1-43 (Betz
et al., 1992), and a new fixable analog of FM1-43 calledated protein, synapsin I, as a developmental marker
for tracking synaptogenesis (Fletcher et al., 1991). An AM1-43 to determine when synapsin I–positive terminals
(Figure 1A, red puncta) became endocytotically compe-increase in synapsin I localization to putative presynap-
tic terminals began at 7 days in vitro (DIV) and lasted tent. Unexpectedly, synapsin I–positive terminals in im-
mature neurons were incapable of being labeled withover the next 4–5 days of development until reaching
saturated levels at 11–12 DIV (Figure 1). During this pe- AM1-43 (compare top and bottom in Figure 1A; 7 DIV).
In contrast, as cultures neared 11–12 DIV, most synapsinriod, the density of synapsin I–positive terminals in-
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I puncta were colocalized with AM1-43 labeling (Figures we determined the ratio of their peak amplitudes from
mEPSCs recorded under 0 mM Mg21 conditions. In im-1A and 1C), suggesting that additional maturation of
synapsin I–positive terminals was required before syn- mature neurons (8 DIV; Figure 2B), mEPSCs were primar-
ily mediated by NMDARs. In contrast, for mature neuronsaptic vesicles were competent to take up and retain the
functional dye. (13 DIV; Figure 2B), the majority of mEPSCs contained
both AMPA and NMDA components, although a smallTo determine whether the increased dye uptake was
due to an abrupt “switching on” of synaptic vesicle recy- percentage of events still lacked a predominant AMPAR
component. For those events containing clear dual com-cling or if the increased uptake by synapses developed
gradually, we examined the time course of dye-loading ponents, their amplitudes were correlated. This correla-
tion (Dube` and Liu, 1999; McAllister and Stevens, 2000;competency. Comparisons of FM1-43 intensity per la-
beled puncta revealed that between 8 to 10 DIV the level Watt et al., 2000) is associated with the coordinated
activation of AMPARs and NMDARs under varying con-of dye uptake increased moderately, suggesting that,
while the synaptic terminals became functionally com- centration of transmitter within the synaptic cleft. Block-
ade of AMPAR activation by the antagonist NBQX re-petent, they had a low capacity for dye uptake (Figures
1B and 1C). In contrast, from 10–15 DIV, the total amount sulted in a shift of ratios toward a vertical slope in mature
neurons but was less noticeable in immature neu-of FM1-43 per punctum increased significantly. Thus,
initiation of synaptic vesicle turnover (8–10 DIV) was rons, confirming that the majority of mEPSCs recorded
from immature synapses were comprised primarily offollowed developmentally by an increased ability for dye
uptake (11–15 DIV). NMDAR-mediated current.
To examine whether mEPSCAMPA-quiet events are indeedTo confirm that puncta labeled with FM dyes are asso-
ciated with the existence of postsynaptic receptors, we NMDA only or whether they contain small AMPAR-medi-
ated currents, we compared the times to peak ofused iontophoretic application (100 nA; 1 ms) of gluta-
mate to individual isolated small puncta. Indeed, func- mEPSCAMPA-quiet events during development. Inset in Fig-
ure 2B shows the averaged time to peak for 50–60 over-tional AMPA and NMDA receptors were colocalized with
labeled puncta and exhibited the typical properties of laid trials of mEPSCAMPA-quiet events in the presence or
absence of NBQX. The rise time of mEPSCsAMPA-quiet isNMDA and AMPA I-V relationships observed in other
preparations. Figure 1D shows a representative set of slower after blockade of AMPARs, indicating that mEPS-
CsAMPA-quiet contained low levels of AMPAR activation.iontophoretically evoked currents and an I-V plot of
AMPA and NMDA receptor–mediated currents, indicat- This observation suggests that the mEPSCsAMPA-quiet oc-
curred at synapses containing mixed receptor comple-ing that the functional presynaptic markers are indica-
tive of pre- and postsynaptically functional synapses ments, not at NMDA receptor–only synapses. Thus, it
is more appropriate to refer to the predominantly NMDA(see also Liu et al., 1999; Cottrell et al., 2000).
receptor–mediated events as mEPSCsAMPA-quiet rather
than NMDA-only events.Maturation of Endocytotic Labeling Is Correlated
Interestingly, it was evident that the time to peak ofwith Conversion of Silent to
pure mEPSCsNMDA recorded in the presence of NBQXFunctional Transmission
became faster as synapses matured. The time-to-peakAlterations in presynaptic function prompted the exami-
distribution of pure mEPSCsNMDA was significantly slowernation of how synaptic transmission might be affected
in less-developed synapses as compared with distribu-during this period of development. Figure 2A displays a
tions observed in older neurons (Figure 2C; p , 0.0005,typical set of miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test). The developmental decrease(mEPSCs) recorded from neurons at different times of
in the time to peak of mEPSCsNMDA could not be attrib-synaptic maturation. Interestingly, AMPAR-mediated
uted to the developmental switch from NMDAR2B tomEPSCs (mEPSCAMPA, which are blocked by NBQX) were
NMDAR2A subtypes (Tang et al., 1999), because therealmost undetectable in immature cultures (Figure 2A,
were no differences in the times to peak of pure NMDARtop). In contrast, following removal of Mg21 to detect
currents evoked by iontophoretic application of gluta-NMDAR-mediated responses (which are blocked by APV
mate onto 9 DIV and 17 DIV synapses (Figure 2C, inset).and CPP; Hestrin et al., 1990), synaptic events comprised
Therefore, during synaptic maturation, quantal ex-primarily of NMDAR-mediated currents were observed in
citatory synaptic transmission underwent two majorimmature cultures (Figure 2A, middle and bottom).
changes: an increase in the AMPAR-mediated compo-These “AMPA-quiet” synaptic events (mEPSCAMPA-quiet)
nent and faster NMDAR activation.were most visible in 8 DIV neurons, whereas most
mEPSCs recorded from 15 DIV neurons contained both
AMPAR- and NMDAR-mediated currents (mEPSCdual). Evoked Release Reveals Trial-to-Trial Fluctuations
among EPSCAMPA-quiet and EPSCdual TransmissionThe observation of more mEPSCAMPA-quiet events in imma-
ture neurons is consistent with findings in hippocampal at Single Synapses
To better understand silent synaptic transmission, weslice and cultures (Durand et al., 1996; Gomperts et
al., 1998; Liao et al., 1999), suggesting that synaptic studied quantal synaptic release at putative single syn-
apses by direct stimulation of individual presynaptic ter-transmission from immature synapses is functionally
silent. minals under TTX (Kirischuk et al., 1999). In this way, it
was possible to directly test for the presence ofWe examined the relationship between AMPAR- and
NMDAR-mediated current amplitudes for individual NMDARs and AMPARs and to investigate how the con-
version of silent contacts into functional synapses oc-mEPSCs. Using the intrinsic kinetic differences in the
activation and deactivation of the two receptor types, curs at the single synapse level.
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Figure 2. Comparison of mEPSCs during Development
(A) Representative examples of mEPSCs from 8 DIV and 15 DIV neurons under 1 mM Mg21 (Top), 0 mM Mg21 (Middle), and 0 mM Mg21 with
5 mM NBQX (Bottom). Note appearance of silent or AMPA-quiet EPSCs after removal of Mg21. Addition of 5 mm NBQX, an AMPAR antagonist,
reveals the time course of the NMDAR-only EPSCs.
(B) Scatter plots of AMPA (with respect to NMDA) current amplitude of miniature EPSCs during synaptic maturation. In immature neurons (8
DIV), most EPSCs were comprised primarily of NMDA current. In contrast, after maturation (DIV 13), most EPSCs contained both AMPA and
Maturation of Neurotransmission
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Figure 3. Evoked Synaptic Release Fluctuates among EPSCAMPA-quiet and EPSCdual Responses
(A) Experimental configuration for single synapse stimulation. Isolated synaptic sites with FM1-43 (arrow) were stimulated. Scale bar 5 10 mm.
(B) Representative traces demonstrating responses to focal stimulation: Failure, predominantly NMDAR-mediated response (EPSCAMPA-quiet; red
trace), and dual AMPAR and NMDAR response (EPSCdual). Stimulus artifacts are blanked. Filled circles mark stimulus application (1 mA/1 ms).
(C) Histogram comparing the proportion of stimulus trials that result in a failure to release neurotransmitter at differing external Ca21 concentra-
tions. Electrical stimuli applied to the same putative single synapse at low (1 mM) and high (4 mM) show the difference in the failure rates at
the two Ca21 concentrations. p , 0.005; paired Student’s t test.
(D) Cumulative amplitude distribution for evoked EPSCs under two external Ca21 concentrations (open circles, 1 mM; open squares, 4 mM).
Distributions of evoked release did not differ under reduced Ca21 levels (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test). The same synaptic sites were used for
both conditions (12 DIV, n 5 6). Amplitudes were normalized to the peak amplitude of the maximal response under each condition.
(E) Series of evoked events from a 10 DIV neuron. Note that evoked events varied between EPSCdual (black traces) and EPSCAMPA-quiet (red
traces) responses at single synapses. Currents are shown in a successive series with failure events removed. Stimuli were applied at 0.2 Hz.
(F) Same experimental paradigm as shown in (E) from a 14 DIV neuron. A higher proportion of evoked EPSCdual events was observed.
(G) The proportion of EPSCAMPA-quiet events and the rate of synaptic transmission failures decreased over the same period of development.
(H) The proportion of EPSCAMPA-quiet events did not change with increases in Ca21 concentration (p 5 0.83), although synaptic failures were
reduced significantly.
(C, D, and H) Data were derived from the same set of experiments.
Individual presynaptic terminals were identified with was applied to isolated synaptic terminals. When iso-
lated putative single synaptic sites (Figure 3A) were elec-FM1-43 dye labeling in conjunction with confocal mi-
croscopy. Focal electrical stimulation (1–3 mA for 1 ms) trically stimulated, evoked responses could be reliably
NMDA currents, although a small percentage of EPSCs still lacked AMPAR current. Black squares represent events from a single neuron.
(Inset, bottom left) Normalized traces for 50–60 aligned NMDAR mEPSCs with (dotted line) and without (solid line) NBQX. Traces demonstrate
the presence of AMPAR current contamination in the rise time of apparent NMDAR-only mEPSCs.
(C) Change in rise time of mEPSCNMDA during synaptic maturation. Rise times of mEPSCsNMDA from 8 DIV neurons were significantly slower
than from 17 DIV neurons. (Inset) Upper traces are averaged events of 50–60 mEPSCsNMDA; lower traces are iontophoretically evoked NMDAR
currents. Thus, the slower time to peak of mEPSCNMDA is not due to the alteration of intrinsic properties of the NMDARs.
(D) Histogram comparing the proportion of mEPSCAMPA-quiet events among developing neurons. The proportion of mEPSCAMPA-quiet events becomes
reduced during development. Age groupings were arbitrarily based on maturation of functional FM dye uptake (cf. Figure 1B). Bars are mean 6
SD; 6–10 DIV, n 5 8; 13–20 DIV, n 5 10; double asterisks, ANOVA f(1,7) 5 91.74, p , 0.0001.
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observed time locked to the stimulus artifact (Figures postsynaptic currents fluctuated between EPSCAMPA-quiet
3B–3D). We verified that the evoked EPSC events origi- and EPSCdual (Figure 3E). In contrast, most EPSCs
nated from single synapses by using several lines of evoked from more developed (13–22 DIV) synapses con-
evidence. First, to obtain evoked synaptic currents with tained both AMPAR- and NMDAR-mediated responses
electrical stimulation, the electrode tip needed to be (Figure 3F). The occurrences of EPSC fluctuations
within 1 mm of the FM1-43 puncta. Because FM1-43 among evoked trials were observable throughout devel-
puncta selected for stimulation had intersynapse dis- opment. To examine the time course of this conversion,
tances larger than 5 mm, it was unlikely that evoked we plotted the percentage of EPSCAMPA-quiet responses
responses originated from multiple FM puncta. Second, during synaptic maturation (Figure 3G). At 7–12 DIV syn-
previous work has shown that small, single FM1-43 apses, EPSCAMPA-quiet responses were approximately half
puncta correspond to individual synaptic sites (Liu et al., of the total evoked responses (50% 6 8%; n 5 12 syn-
1999). In addition, we performed serial reconstructions apses), whereas, at more mature synapses (13–22 DIV),
of EM sections of synapses to confirm this conclusion EPSCAMPA-quiet responses were rarely detectable (2% 6
in our culture system. Indeed, a majority of synapses 1%; n 5 11 synapses). Young synapses were also more
reconstructed (18 of 21 reconstructed terminals, or likely to result in a true failure of synaptic transmission
z86%) contained single putative presynaptic active than older synapses (7–12 DIV 5 52% 6 5%, n 5 12
zones with single postsynaptic densities, and three pre- synapses; 13–22 DIV 5 5% 6 3%, n 5 11; ANOVA, F(1,
synaptic boutons contained dual release sites, each with 10) 5 19.72, p , 0.0013). Under normal external Mg21
a postsynaptic density. This number is slightly lower conditions, the failure rate for young synapses (7–12
than has been reported previously under identical cul- DIV) was z75% if both the true failures and the evoked
ture conditions (Forti et al., 1997) and is higher than events, which lack clear AMPA currents, are considered
previous reports from another group (Schikorski and together as failures of transmission.
Stevens, 1997). In 14% of terminals where two synapses An apparent correlation between the failure rate and
exist, we can assume that both synapses have equal the proportion of evoked events that resulted in
opportunity to undergo vesicle recycling and dye up- EPSCAMPA-quiet events could be found throughout develop-
take; therefore, FM1-43 intensity should reflect a 2-fold ment (Figure 3E). To test whether increased probability
increase. Previously, Liu et al. (1999) showed that the of synaptic release and reduction of EPSCAMPA-quiet events
distribution of areas of FM1-43 staining contained were causally related, we examined the effects of alter-
z20% of puncta, which were 2-fold larger than the me- ing external Ca21 on the proportion of EPSCAMPA-quiet re-
dian. Therefore, smaller FM-stained puncta have a sponses. The failure rate of synaptic transmission de-
higher probability to be those boutons with a single creased after increasing the external Ca21 (12 DIV; Figure
synaptic site undergoing synaptic vesicle turnover. 3C), but it did not alter the proportion of evoked
Throughout this study, we were rigorous in our selection EPSCAMPA-quiet events (Figure 3H). This suggests that,
of small weakly stained puncta for all manipulations. although the reduced failure rate and decrease in
Third, we compared the peak amplitude distribution of EPSCAMPA-quiet events are temporally correlated during
evoked EPSCdual events obtained at high and low exter- maturation, there was not a causal relationship between
nal Ca21 concentrations. Since the probability of release the two developmental trends.
is steeply dependent upon external Ca21 concentration
(Dodge and Rahamimoff, 1967), the chance of simulta-
EPSCAMPA-quiet/EPSCdual Response Type Is Determinedneous release events overlapping from multiple release
by the Concentration Profile of Neurotransmitter Fluxsites should be reduced significantly by decreases in
Since NMDAR-mediated current responses proved toexternal Ca21 concentration. If evoked events originate
be a reliable indicator of presynaptic transmitter releasefrom multiple synapses, their peak amplitude distribu-
for both EPSCAMPA-quiet and EPSCdual events, the fluctua-tion would be expected to shift to the left under decreas-
tions between EPSCAMPA-quiet and EPSCdual responsesing external Ca21 concentrations. We used a reduction
might be attributed to a variation of postsynapticin external Ca21 from 4 mM to 1 mM to reduce the
AMPAR responses to presynaptic release among trials.probability of release at putative single synapses. This
Two possible mechanisms that could mediate this fluc-reduction in external Ca21 led to a reduction in the proba-
tuation were considered: changes in the number orbility of release (Figure 3C). However, it did not shift the
properties of AMPARs between trials or changes indistribution of the peak amplitudes of EPSCs (Figure
AMPAR activation by variation in transmitter concentra-3D). Furthermore, the amplitude distribution of evoked
tion or duration.EPSCs was not different from amplitude distributions
To determine whether the variation in AMPAR-medi-of mEPSCs. Thus, the electrical stimulation protocol
ated responsiveness was due to a change in postsynap-used here provided a reliable method to examine trans-
tic receptors, it was necessary to test the functionalitymitter release at the single synapse level.
of postsynaptic AMPARs at synapses undergoingFocal stimulation applied under 0 mM Mg21 conditions
EPSCAMPA-quiet transmission. This was done by comparingresulted in one of three types of response: (1) a failure
postsynaptic responses to endogenously releasedof release, (2) a sustained low-amplitude NMDA current
transmitter and to glutamate applied by iontophoresis(EPSCAMPA-quiet), or (3) a transient AMPAR-mediated cur-
(Figure 4A). Figure 4C illustrates the typical results fromrent combined with the slow NMDA current (EPSCdual)
such experiments. When electrical stimulation was ap-(Figure 3B). No AMPA-only responses were observed
plied to a synapse (open vertical bars), the responsesunder 0 mM Mg21 conditions during the course of these
fluctuated between failures and EPSCAMPA-quiet events.experiments. Unexpectedly, when synaptic EPSCs were
electrically evoked at single immature synapses (10 DIV), However, iontophoretic application of glutamate to the
Maturation of Neurotransmission
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Figure 4. Concentration Profile of Neurotransmitter Delivery Determines AMPAR Activation
(A) Representation of the experimental design for concurrently stimulating presynaptic release and iontophoretically examining the postsynaptic
receptors. Iontophoresis and stimulating electrodes are brought to within 1 mm of an isolated synapse. Filled vertical and horizontal bars,
used throughout the figures, represent the Fast (1 ms, 100 nA) and Slow (10 ms, 10 nA) iontophoretic application parameters.
(B) AMPA receptors are not activated by a Slow flux of glutamate. Slow pulses elicited NMDAR-only responses, while Fast pulses elicited
AMPAR and NMDAR responses from the same site. Because AMPAR activation was sensitive to the instantaneous changes in the concentration
of neurotransmitter, AMPA-quiet responses could be generated at synapses with functional AMPARs.
(C) Silent synapses contain functional AMPARs. EPSCAMPA-quiet responses, resulting from endogenous transmitter release, were evoked by
presynaptic electrical stimulation at a 9 DIV synapse (open vertical bars). Evoked synaptic events were interleaved with alternating iontophoretic
applications of neurotransmitter. Although EPSCsAMPA-quiet were evoked presynaptically, AMPAR responses were clearly visible at this synapse
during Fast iontophoretic pulses, indicating that endogenous AMPA-quiet synaptic events occurred at synapses containing functional AMPARs
(n 5 4).
same synapse (Figure 4C, closed vertical bars) evoked both AMPA and NMDA receptor will activate concur-
rently. On the other hand, a slow concentration profileboth AMPAR- and NMDAR-mediated currents. Ionto-
phoretic responses varied little from trial to trial, sug- of transmitter will selectively activate NMDAR (Dube` and
Liu, 1999). Figure 4B depicts the AMPAR and NMDARgesting that the number and properties of AMPAR and
NMDARs remained stable among trials. These results responses to applications of “Fast” and “Slow” concen-
tration profiles of neurotransmitter. A Fast concentrationrule out the possibility that a rapid change in the number
or the properties of AMPARs was the source of the profile was induced by releasing glutamate through ion-
tophoresis with a 100 nA, 1 ms pulse. A Slow concentra-response fluctuation between trials and provide direct
evidence, in addition to the NBQX experiments de- tion profile was generated by prolonging the glutamate
release to 10 ms and reducing the amplitude of thescribed above, that EPSCAMPA-quiet events can occur at
synapses that contain colocalized functional AMPARs iontophoretic pulse to 10 nA to keep the total amount
of transmitter delivered constant. When these concen-and NMDARs.
If functional AMPARs are present at these synapses, tration profiles of glutamate were alternatively applied
to a single synapse (Figure 4B), it was apparent that thewhy do transmitters released from presynaptic termi-
nals, capable of activating NMDARs, fail to activate Fast application of transmitter activated both AMPARs
and NMDARs, whereas the Slow profile applicationsAMPARs? We analyzed the kinetic mechanisms of
AMPA and NMDA receptor activation and found that preferentially activated NMDARs and failed to evoke
clear AMPAR-mediated responses. Moreover, when aAMPAR activation is largely dependent upon instanta-
neous concentration of transmitter, whereas NMDAR Slow profile of glutamate was delivered onto synapses
where presynaptic stimulation evoked EPSCAMPA-quiet re-activation is determined by both peak concentration and
duration of transmitter. Thus, if transmitter flux is fast, sponses, the evoked responses were similar to endoge-
Neuron
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Table 1. Ultrastructural Properties of Developing Cultured Hippocampal Synapses
Quantification of Synaptic Vesicles within Presynaptic Terminals
Total Vesicle Cleft Active Zone
DIV Vesicles ,500 nm ,100 nm Docked Docked/Total Diameter (nm) Width (nm) Length (nm)
6 (21) 57.4 6 6.6 50.3 6 6.2 5.6 6 0.5 1.6 6 0.3** 0.03 6 0.07 49.5 6 1.5 20.8 6 0.9 463 6 44
9 (23) 58.4 6 4.7 49.8 6 4.6 6.3 6 0.4 2.3 6 0.4* 0.04 6 0.01 49.9 6 1.6 19.3 6 1.1 427 6 21
13 (26) 64.7 6 5.7 51.1 6 5.1 8.7 6 0.8 4.8 6 0.5 0.08 6 0.01 48.9 6 1.6 21.7 6 0.9 484 6 35
Vesicle counts are based on vesicle distance from electron-dense presynaptic active zone. “Docked” refers to those vesicles that appeared
to make contact with the presynaptic active zone. * p , 0.005; ** p , 0.0001; Kolgorov–Smirnov test, with 13 DIV. A minimum of 28 samples
were used for vesicle diameter, cleft width, and active zone measurements. Mean 6 SEM shown.
nous EPSCAMPA-quiet responses (Figure 4C, horizontal filled However, as shown in Table 1, no significant differences in
the synaptic cleft widths or diameters of synaptic vesiclesbars).
These data provided evidence that presynaptically were observed. Interestingly, the only significant change
that was found during the ultrastructural studies was aevoked EPSCAMPA-quiet responses could occur at synaptic
sites containing functional AMPA receptors. Addition- clear redistribution of synaptic vesicles within the pre-
synaptic terminals during development. Adopting a sys-ally, the concentration profile, or flux, of glutamate could
determine whether the synaptic responses were either tem for Drosophila synapses (Renger et al., 2000), we
quantitatively compared the proportion of synaptic vesi-EPSCdual or EPSCAMPA-quiet in synapses containing both
functional postsynaptic NMDARs and AMPARs. There- cles that appeared tightly associated with presynaptic
active zones (termed “docked”) to vesicles that werefore, at least some silent synapses are not postsynapti-
cally “deaf” by virtue of AMPAR absence but rather within 100 nm and 500 nm and to the total number of
vesicles within the terminal. Significantly more mem-could be silent due to an altered concentration profile
of transmitter detected by the postsynaptic receptors. brane-associated or docked vesicles were evident at
developmental periods when synaptic terminals demon-
strated both endocytotic functionality (Figure 1B) and aSynapse Maturation Is Correlated with Synaptic
Vesicle Redistribution within Terminals greater frequency of mEPSCdual events (Figure 2). At 13
DIV, when essentially all synapsin I–positive synapsesDuring development, it is possible that multiple mecha-
nisms influence the concentration profile of glutamate are endocytotically functional, the mean number of
docked vesicles was increased z2- or 3-fold over thethat receptors detect. We considered several factors
that could modify the neurotransmitter concentration average found at immature synapses (6 DIV 5 1.6 6 0.3
vesicles, n 5 21; 9 DIV 5 2.3 6 0.4 vesicles, n 5 23; 13profile. First, developmental changes that affect the
manner in which neurotransmitter enters the cleft or DIV 5 4.8 6 0.5 vesicles, n 5 26; p , 0.0001 for 6 versus
13 DIV and p , 0.005 for 9 versus 13 DIV, Kolmogorov–diffuses across it could alter the concentration profile
of transmitter detected by receptors. Second, alter- Smirnov test). Increased proportions of docked vesicles
might facilitate vesicular turnover, allowing increasedations in the geometry of the synapse that increase the
distance between the point of neurotransmitter release amounts of endocytotic dyes entering into the presynap-
tic vesicles as the synapses mature.and the receptors could reduce the effective concentra-
tion profile of transmitter. To address these possibilities
we examined ultrastructural characteristics of synaptic Perturbation of the SNARE Complex Induces
EPSCAMPA-quiet Eventsterminals during maturation.
Table 1 presents the quantification of EM ultrastruc- An alternative mechanism for regulating the concentra-
tion profile of neurotransmitter would be to control thetural measurements made at synaptic terminals of 6, 9,
and 13 DIV neurons, representing developmental time efficiency of the transmitter release process itself. This
could be achieved by regulating the diffusion of trans-points before, during, and after the maturation of func-
tional synaptic vesicle turnover, respectively (Figure 1B). mitter from synaptic vesicles into the synaptic cleft. A
possible locus for this effect is the efficacy of the fusionAn excitatory synapse was defined as an asymmetric
specialization comprised of a polarized accumulation of process. Variations in the conductance of the fusion
pore could directly influence the rate of transmitter fluxsynaptic vesicles within the presynaptic terminal, an
EM-dense postsynaptic density, and tight membrane during exocytosis. Low pore conductance could cause
prolonged transmitter release with a low concentrationapposition between the neurons (Vaughn, 1989). Exami-
nation of developing synapses at the ultrastructural level profile, perhaps similar to that used to preferentially
activate NMDARs (Figures 4B and 4C). Furthermore, itdealt with identifying parameters that might affect the
effective concentration of transmitter within the cleft. might restrict AM/FM1-43 uptake, resulting in poor FM
dye labeling at immature synapses (Figure 1).Increases in the width of the synaptic cleft would in-
crease the diffusion distance and thus reduce both the To examine whether the efficacy of transmitter release
might cause the generation of EPSCAMPA-quiet responses,rising slope of the concentration profile as well as the
peak concentration of neurotransmitter at the receptors. we attempted to perturb the protein machinery underly-
ing the vesicle fusion process within functional syn-Alternatively, increasing the lateral distance between
the site of release and the position of the receptors would apses. We applied tetanus toxin (TeNTx), which selec-
tively cleaves synaptobrevin (Syb), a requisite proteinincrease the diffusion distance of the neurotransmitter.
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component of the SNARE complex, necessary for regu- whether TeNTx can enter the postsynaptic membrane
and affect AMPAR properties or insertion. To investigatelated vesicle fusion (for review, Elferink and Scheller,
1993; Su¨dhof, 1995). We first determined an approxi- this possibility, we used brief glutamate applications to
examine the activity, clustering, and stability of AMPARsmate time course of effect for TeNTx on mature neurons
(.13 DIV), using as an assay FM1-43 dye labeling of at TeNTx-treated synapses.
To test whether AMPAR localization was altered bysynaptic terminals at graduated time points (Figures 5A–
5C). Following increased periods of TeNTx exposure, TeNTx, dendritic arbors were “mapped” for respon-
siveness to iontophoretic application of glutamate.the mature synaptic terminals became less effective at
sequestering the functional marker. The distribution of Since FM1-43 uptake was significantly reduced by toxin
treatment, treated cultures were labeled with doubledmedian intensities of FM1-43-stained puncta revealed
that treated synapses became progressively weaker, concentrations of FM1-43 and then visualized on exten-
sively high gain levels with confocal microscopy. Withsuggesting that the toxin treatment acted to inhibit func-
tional labeling. Quantification of synapses that ex- this technique, we checked the alignment of postsynap-
tic receptors to presynaptic terminals and determinedceeded an arbitrary minimum intensity threshold dem-
onstrated that 80% of the synapses failed to exceed the maximum postsynaptic AMPAR responses from sin-
gle synapses in toxin-treated neurons. As shown in Fig-this level after 3 hr of treatment and 90% were incapable
of labeling following 24 hr of treatment. ure 6A, the largest AMPA responses were recorded
when the tip of the iontophoretic electrode was alignedWe investigated the consequences of fusion complex
disruption on mature transmission by analyzing the with the FM1-43 dye spots. Furthermore, the AMPA cur-
rent amplitudes were not reduced compared to controlcharacteristics of mEPSCs from TeNTx-treated syn-
apses. The frequency of miniature release events neurons (data not shown). These data suggest that
maintenance and clustering of AMPARs was not signifi-(mEPSCdual and mEPSCAMPA-quiet) was unchanged after 3
hr of treatment but was dramatically decreased by 24 cantly affected by toxin exposure. Moreover, the AMPA
and NMDA activation kinetics were unaltered by thehr of treatment (Figure 5E). However, a large proportion
of miniature currents were converted from mEPSCdual to toxin treatment, because the treated synapses re-
sponded in a manner consistent with the receptors inmEPSCAMPA-quiet events, similar to mEPSCAMPA-quiet events
recorded from immature synapses (Figures 5D and 5E). the untreated neurons to Fast and Slow concentration
profiles of glutamate (Figure 6B).As the rise time of mEPSCNMDA from immature synapses
(Figure 2C) was slow, we compared the rise time of Since immature synapses and TeNTx-treated synap-
ses frequently fluctuated from EPSCdual to EPSCAMPA-quietmEPSCNMDA before and after TeNTx treatment. Interest-
ingly, the rise times of mEPSCsNMDA from TeNTx-treated events, it was important to determine the level of stability
of AMPARs at postsynaptic sites. Iontophoretically stim-synapses were significantly slower than those from simi-
larly aged control neurons (Figure 5F) but not different ulated synapses responded stably for at least 15 min to
iontophoretic applications of glutamate at 1 Hz (Figurefrom those in immature neurons (8 DIV). Therefore,
mEPSCs from TeNTx-treated mature neurons exhib- 6C). Surprisingly, variations from trial to trial were ex-
ceedingly small and could be accounted for almost com-ited similar characteristics of mEPSCs from immature
neurons. pletely by the stochastic properties of channel opening.
The stability of responses was consistent among synap-At the single synapse level, focal electrical stimulation
from synapses treated with TeNTx for 24 hr failed to tic sites (Figure 6D). Thus, interference with the SNARE
complex did not lead to changes in the activity, localiza-evoke reliable synaptic responses. However, we were
able to evoke synaptic release from the 1–3 hr TeNTx- tion, or properties of postsynaptic AMPARs.
treated cultures, though the failure rate in transmission
was increased significantly compared to controls (con-
trol 5 14.3% 6 7%, n 5 11 synapses; treated 5 87.1% 6 Discussion
6%, n 5 6 synapses; ANOVA f(1,5) 5 76.07, p , 0.0003;
Figure 5H). Remarkably, most evoked EPSCs lost their A major question in neuroscience is how synapses ac-
quire physiological properties during maturation. Previ-AMPAR-mediated responses (Figure 5I), causing a signifi-
cant increase in the proportion of evoked EPSCAMPA-quiet ous demonstrations that glutamatergic synapses may
events (control 5 19.9% 6 6%, n 5 11 synapses; treated5 be conditionally silent early in development (Wall, 1977;
91.4% 6 6%, n 5 6 synapses; ANOVA f(1,5) 5 266.2, p , Isaac et al., 1995, 1997; Liao et al., 1995; Durand et al.,
0.0001; Figure 5H). Therefore, the release mechanism at 1996; Wu et al., 1996) present the possibility that the
these synapses behaved in a manner similar to that immature nervous system may hold the potential to be
observed in young neurons where the majority of release dramatically sculpted through selective switching on of
events involve AMPA-quiet synaptic transmission (Fig- appropriate sets of latent connections. Therefore, un-
ure 2B). Perturbation of the SNARE complex, which in derstanding the recruitment mechanisms leading to
turn influences the fusion process, can affect AMPAR transformation of silent into functional synapses may
activation during synaptic transmission. provide important insights into the establishment of the
mature nervous system. We have shown that gluta-
matergic synapses undergo maturation in the flux ofTeNTx Does Not Alter the Stability, Localization,
neurotransmitter entry into the synaptic cleft—a trans-or Activity of AMPA Receptors
formation that converts AMPA-quiet secretion into po-Although it is known that TeNTx is able to enter presyn-
tent mature synaptic transmission. These findings revealaptic terminals through an activity-dependent uptake
mechanism (Hua and Charlton, 1999), it is unclear a novel form of presynaptic maturation.
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Figure 5. TeNTx Causes Reduced FM1-43 Uptake and Conversion of Functional into AMPA-Quiet Transmission
(A) Confocal images of FM1-43-loaded terminals from normal and TeNTx-treated cultures (21 DIV). Both the number of visible puncta and
intensity of the puncta were reduced. Scale bar 5 20 mm.
(B) Cumulative distributions of FM1-43 dye uptake at individual synapses, normalized to the highest value under control conditions. TeNTx
reduced staining intensity, indicating decreased uptake of FM1-43. The effect was maximal following 3 hr of treatment. (0 hr, n 5 2177
synapses; 1 hr, n 5 2357; 3 hr, n 5 775; 24 hr, n 5 413).
(C) Comparison of FM1-43 puncta within mature neurons (13–20 DIV) treated with TeNTx. Mean number of puncta detected was reduced with
exposure to TeNTx.
(D) Representative traces of mEPSCs recorded under 0 mM Mg21 conditions from a 20 DIV neuron exposed for 2 hr to TeNTx.
(E) Quantitative comparison of TeNTx treatment on both miniature frequency and mEPSCAMPA-quiet ratio. TeNTx treatment caused an increase
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A Possible Mechanism for Silent slow the release of glutamate, and for molecules like
FM1-43, which are 4-fold larger than glutamate, it couldSynaptic Transmission
prevent passage into the vesicle. This would explain theIn this study, we have considered the functional role of
lack of FM staining, the relatively small amount of AMPAAMPA receptors in EPSCAMPA-quiet transmission. During
receptor–mediated current, and the increased rise timedevelopment, when the majority of miniature events are
of NMDA currents at young synapses. The perturbationmediated predominantly by NMDA receptor–mediated
of vesicle fusion through TeNTx-treatment provided acurrent, it is possible that the postsynaptic membrane
strong test of this possibility. Following toxin treatment,lacks functional AMPA receptors. In this experimental
mature synapses generally failed to label with FM dye,preparation, however, we found that silent or AMPA-
had higher frequencies of miniature and evoked AMPA-quiet transmission could occur at synaptic sites con-
quiet transmission events, higher failure rates of trans-taining both functional NMDA and AMPA receptors (Fig-
mission, and slowed NMDA receptor activation, reminis-ures 2A–2C and 4C). Furthermore, young synapses
cent of young synapses. To conclude that maturationseem to fluctuate between AMPA-quiet and functional
of the synaptic vesicle fusion process does underlie theresponse during evoked trials (Figure 3E). During the
conversion of AMPA-quiet to functional transmission,course of our experiments, we have considered the pos-
future experiments will have to directly monitor the de-sibility that these phenomena are due to the highly dy-
velopmental changes in the proteins involved in the for-namic nature of AMPA receptors versus NMDA recep-
mation of the synaptic vesicle fusion complex.tors (O’Brien et al., 1998). It is possible that during
It is important to note that maturation of the neuro-synaptic transmission AMPA receptors can move in and
transmitter release process, as described here, doesout of the postsynaptic membrane, drift in and out of
not exclude the important role of postsynaptic receptorthe synaptic junction, or even flip between functional
insertion in the development of functional glutamatergicand nonfunctional states. Any of these possibilities
synapses (Shi et al., 1999; for review, see Malenka andcould modify the AMPA receptor response (Figure 7).
Nicoll, 1997, 1999; Malinow, 1999). During formation ofThese possibilities seemed unlikely to explain our obser-
early synapses, postsynaptic AMPA receptor insertionvations because AMPA receptor responses to locally
might appear after the insertion of NMDA receptors
applied glutamate transients were highly stable among
(Gomperts et al., 1998; Nusser et al., 1998b; Rao et al.,
trials, even after exposure to TeNTx (Figures 4B, 4C,
1998; Liao et al., 1999; Takumi et al., 1999; but see
and 6B–6D). Furthermore, AMPA receptor activation and Friedman et al., 2000), which would generate true silent
deactivation kinetics, clustering, and alignment with pre- synaptic events in the presence of release from mature
synaptic puncta did not vary significantly from trial to presynaptic terminals. Our data suggest that the addi-
trial. Therefore, it was difficult to conclude that silent or tion of AMPA receptors to NMDA synapses generally
AMPA-quiet synaptic transmission events were solely occurs prior to the maturation of functional transmitter
due to the absence or highly dynamic nature of AMPA release in our culture system. Consequently, even after
receptors. both receptors are present postsynaptically, synaptic
Therefore, we explored alternative explanations that transmission can still be functionally silent, possibly due
take into account both the immature nature of presynap- to a reduced flux of transmitter from immature terminals.
tic terminals and the postsynaptic inclusion of AMPA Work from the hippocampal slice preparation has re-
and NMDA receptors during AMPA-quiet synaptic trans- cently suggested that presynaptic transmitter release
mission. One possible mechanism is a change in the may be involved in silent transmission (Choi et al., 2000;
flux of transmitter release. We found that the activation Gasparini et al., 2000). Understanding the regulation of
of AMPA receptors was significantly reduced when the both presynaptic and postsynaptic maturation will be
speed of transmitter release was slowed. However, the critical for understanding the formation of functional
concentration profile of neurotransmitter did not alter synapses.
the amount of NMDA receptor activation. Although there
are multiple possibilities that might affect the flux of Neurotransmitter Flux Affects the Efficacy
transmitter, our preferred explanation is a change in the of Synaptic Transmission
process of vesicular fusion during synaptic transmis- One of the interesting findings from this work is that the
concentration profile of transmitter release can dictatesion. If the fusion pore conductance is reduced, it would
mEPSCAMPA-quiet events from mature terminals. Symbols are mean 6 SEM. Control, n 5 5; 1–3 hr, n 5 4; and 24 hr, n 5 8 cells; double asterisks 5
p , 0.0001, Student’s t test; black dot 5 ANOVA f(1,3) 5 81.00, p , 0.003; double black dots 5 ANOVA f(1,4) 5 2554.4, p , 0.0001; tests
are with control group.
(F) Rise time of mEPSCNMDA in mature neurons is slowed by TeNTx treatment. Events were recorded in NBQX. Data for 8 DIV and 19 DIV are
same as Figure 2C.
(G) Representative series of evoked EPSCs from a single synapse (DIV 21) after 1 hr TeNTx treatment (0 mM Mg21). Evoked EPSCs fluctuated
between EPSCAMPA-quiet and EPSCdual among trials, reminiscent of evoked EPSCs from immature synapses (cf. Figure 3E).
(H) Quantification of EPSCs following TeNTx demonstrates that 1–3 hr exposure caused terminals to release a significantly higher ratio of
EPSCAMPA-quiet events and simultaneously reduced the probability of release (Pr). At 24 hr of treatment, there were no reliably evokable responses.
Mean 6 SEM; control, n 5 11; 1–3 hr, n 5 6; double asterisks, ANOVA f(1,5) 5 76.07, p , 0.0003; double black dots, ANOVA f(1,5) 5 266.2,
p , 0.0001; tests are with control.
(I) Relationship between AMPAR and NMDAR responses among individual EPSCs. In controls (open circles), the AMPAR and NMDAR responses
were highly correlated. Following 2 hr of TeNTx, covariance is lost, inducing NMDA:AMPA ratios similar to immature EPSCAMPA-quiet events (cf.
Figure 2B).
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Figure 6. Postsynaptic AMPA and NMDA Receptor Properties Remain Intact following TeNTx Exposure
(A) Map of a dendritic branch of a TeNTx-treated neuron revealed functional AMPA receptors near FM-labeled puncta. Glutamate was applied
at regular intervals (white dots; 0.8 mm). Distance between white and yellow dot represents peak AMPA current at each location. Receptor
activity and localization were similar to maps performed on controls (data not shown). Map was obtained from a 3 hr TeNTx-treated neuron.
Amplitude scale bar applies to trace and map.
(B) Alternating the concentration profile of glutamate demonstrates that the activation of AMPA and NMDA receptors are unaffected following
TeNTx. Example is representative of six matured synapses following 24 hr in TeNTx. Glutamate was delivered in a Fast (100 nA for 1 ms) or
Slow (10 nA for 10 ms) manner.
(C) AMPARs in TeNTx-exposed synapses respond to application of neurotransmitter in a dose-dependent manner similar to untreated synapses
(1 Hz; 900 trials). Stability of responses argues against rapid removal of significant numbers of functional AMPA receptors or their lateral
diffusion away from synapses.
(D) Repetitive iontophoretic stimulation–induced (1 Hz) responses from TeNTx-treated neurons were averaged among synapses (n 5 4),
demonstrating the stability of the AMPA receptors. Responses were grouped (five stimulus trials) and normalized among neurons. Traces at
progressive time points are shown.
the ratio of NMDA and AMPA receptor activation. It will In contrast, misalignment of the pre- and postsynaptic
structures (Uteshev and Pennefather, 1996; Xie et al.,be interesting in future work to explore the mechanisms
that influence the concentration of transmitter detected 1997) or movement of the receptors away from the pre-
synaptic site of release would influence the effectiveby receptors. This will depend upon the amount of neu-
rotransmitter released into the synaptic cleft and the rela- concentration of neurotransmitter detected by the re-
ceptors (Figure 7). Therefore, it is possible that matura-tive distance of the receptors from the source of neuro-
transmitter release. Although synaptic vesicle fusion is a tion of EPSCAMPA-quiet into EPSCdual is accompanied by a
tighter registration of the presynaptic active zone andlikely control point for determining transmitter flux, addi-
tional plausible mechanisms exist. For example, neuro- postsynaptic receptor clusters without a change in flux
of neurotransmitter. In this study, we could not test alltransmitter buffering mechanisms and ion exchange
complications between the cleft and the synaptic vesicle of these possibilities exhaustively. However, our data
did reveal that general features such as synaptic cleftduring release could alter the cleft concentration profile.
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Figure 7. Maturation of Glutamate Flux Af-
fects Receptor Activation
(A) Simulation of glutamate receptor activa-
tion in response to different transmitter
fluxes. (Top) Functional (solid) and AMPA-
quiet (dotted) neurotransmitter concentration
profiles. The total amount of neurotransmitter
is held constant. (Middle) Simulated re-
sponses of AMPA and NMDA receptors to
transmitter profiles. (Bottom) Total current.
Note that response to Slow flux mimics
EPSCAMPA-quiet responses. Traces were gener-
ated by numerical simulation of AMPA and
NMDA receptor activation, under Slow and
Fast concentration profiles of glutamate (see
Experimental Procedures).
(B) Two hypothetical possibilities for how
concentration profiles of neurotransmitter
could be attained during development. (Left)
During maturation, the distance between the
presynaptic release site and postsynaptic re-
ceptors could be shortened to increase the
effective concentration profile. This could oc-
cur by moving the receptors to a location
more closely apposed to the site of release
(shortening the distance in the X, Y plane of
the synapse) or through altering the height of
cleft (shortening the Z axis; data not shown).
(Right) Alternatively, neurotransmitter con-
centration could be altered through control-
ling the diffusion of glutamate into the synap-
tic cleft. For example, the synaptic vesicle
pore conductance may be larger during a
functional than a silent or EPSCAMPA-quiet event.
width, vesicle size, and the presence of pre- and post- at the neuromuscular junction (Stiles et al., 1996), gluta-
matergic synapses (AMPA receptor; Diamond and Jahr,synaptic features lacked significant differences in the
developing synapses. 1997), and inhibitory synapses (GABAA receptor; Galar-
reta and Hestrin, 1997), may reach their peak concentra-The central glutamatergic synapses are the only syn-
apses of which we are aware that contain a mix of iono- tions in less than 0.5 ms. These data have shown that,
for mature presynaptic terminals, the size of fusion poretropic receptors (AMPARs and NMDARs) to sense both
the instantaneous concentration (AMPARs) and the is not likely to restrict the diffusion of neurotransmitter.
Results from numerous studies have suggested that theoverall amount of transmitter released (NMDARs). Due
to the unique mix of these receptors, it is possible that SNARE complex in presynaptic terminals participates
in vesicle fusion (So¨llner et al., 1993; Pevsner et al.,these postsynaptic membranes are uniquely able to
sense the concentration–duration profile of presynaptic 1994). The assembly of syb, synaptotagmin, and SNAP-
25 has been demonstrated to be necessary for Ca21-transmitter release. It is uncertain what advantage this
ability confers, although it is interesting to speculate regulated synaptic vesicle fusion (for review, see Su¨d-
hof, 1995; Calakos and Scheller, 1996). Here, TeNTxthat it may be an important mechanism for mediating
plasticity at the quantal level of synaptic transmission. has been used to specifically inactivate syb, perturbing
synaptic vesicle fusion. Appearance of EPSCAMPA-quiet and
slow NMDAR activation after the interruption of theSynaptobrevin Cleavage by TeNTx Induces
AMPA-Quiet Transmission SNARE complex by TeNTx suggests that the fusion con-
ductance could become a limiting factor for transmitterIt has been previously hypothesized that the fusion pore
of synaptic vesicles may be a site for modification of release under this condition.
release (for review, see Betz and Angleson, 1998). In-
deed, some studies have found evidence that the synap- Implications for the Molecular Mechanisms
of Synaptic Plasticitytic vesicles may have several possible routes to follow
in allowing their vesicular contents to enter the synaptic Processes for strengthening central glutamatergic syn-
aptic connections may take any number of forms, includ-cleft, including “kiss-and-run” and full-fusion methods
(Fesce et al., 1994; Henkel and Betz, 1995). However, ing insertion of postsynaptic receptors (Luscher et al.,
1999; Petralia et al., 1999; Shi et al., 1999; Takumi et al.,as the volume of the synaptic vesicle is so small, it
has been generally assumed that the neurotransmitter 1999), posttranslational modifications such as phos-
phorylation (Barria et al., 1997), or increases in AMPAshould be able to diffuse away from the synaptic vesicle
within a fraction of a millisecond (Monck and Fernandez, receptor single-channel conductance (Benke et al., 1998).
In this report, we have presented an additional mechanism1994; Bruns and Jahn, 1995). In fact, synaptic transmis-
sion mediated by fast synapses, such as those found that may explain how developmental strengthening of
Neuron
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Electrophysiologysynaptic connections occurs. Interestingly, the transi-
Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were performed as previouslytion from silent or AMPA-quiet to functional transmission
described (Liu et al., 1999). Patch pipettes (3–6 MV) contained (inis not all or none. Rather, the strength of a synaptic
mM) CsMeSO3, 125; HEPES, 10; NaCl, 8; CaCl2, 1; EGTA, 10; Mg-connection may be determined by the proportion of the ATP, 2; and GTP, 0.3; pH was adjusted to 7.2 with CsOH. Extracellu-
synaptic events that release in a functional, high-con- lar solution was based on Tyrode solution (in mM): NaCl, 128; KCl,
5; glucose, 30; HEPES, 25; MgCl2, 0.5; CaCl2, 2.5; plus 0.5 mM tetro-centration profile form, relative to the low-concentration
dotoxin (TTX; Oretek); 10 mM glycine (Sigma); and 50 mM picrotoxinAMPA-quiet form. The consolidation of synaptic con-
(Sigma); pH adjusted to 7.4 with NaOH. 1,2,3,4-Tetrahydro-6-nitro-nections may require the increased probability of mature
2,3-dioxo-benzo [f] quinoxaline-7-sulfonamide (5 mM; NBQX; Sigma)synaptic release. Furthermore, we have found a small
was used to specifically block AMPA currents. Access resistance
percentage of silent events that occur during electrical was monitored online and was typically ,10 MV. Glutamate ionto-
stimulation of mature synapses, suggesting that the ra- phoresis (MVCS 02C Micro-iontophoresis Controller, NPI Electron-
ics) was performed as previously described (Liu et al., 1999). High-tio of the silent release events to functional events may
precision micromanipulators (MP-285; Sutter Instrument Company)be continuously regulated throughout development. The
were used to position patch, stimulating, and iontophoresis elec-ability to transform the strength of a synapse at the
trodes. The position of electrodes was controlled with in-houselevel of individual EPSC events provides a fine-tuning
software. Single synapse stimulation was performed similarly to the
mechanism for setting the level of synaptic efficacy, method reported by Kirischuk et al. (1999). Stimulating electrodes
even among trials at the same synapse (Figure 3E). Fur- were pulled from single-barrel borosilicate glass and filled with ex-
tracellular solution (typical series resistances were z10–12 MV).ther work still needs to be done to determine if activity-
AMPA peak current was measured as the peak current within 3dependent modifications can shift the ratio of the func-
ms following the beginning of the EPSC event, while the NMDAtional and silent release events, as has been proposed
amplitude was defined as the average amplitude of the currentby Choi et al. (2000).
measured over a 15 ms window, 20 ms after the initiation of the EPSC
One consequence of our findings is that the respon- event. For Figures 2–7, the term “mEPSCAMPA-quiet” or “EPSCAMPA-quiet”
siveness of postsynaptic neurons can be modified with- describes those synaptic currents, which are composed primarily of
NMDA receptor–mediated currents. Synaptic events were generallyout altering the amount of neurotransmitter that enters
referred to as AMPA-quiet if the NMDA:AMPA ratio was greaterthe synaptic cleft during synaptic transmission. This
than z0.8.ability does not require the induction of new release
sites or increases in the number of quanta released per
Simulating AMPA/NMDA Receptor Activation with Variable
stimulus. In fact, previous work has demonstrated that Glutamate Transients
plasticity can occur without changes in the overall In functional synapses, the concentration of glutamate during syn-
amount of neurotransmitter being released (Diamond et aptic transmission rises and decays rapidly. We use the following
equation to simulate the transmitter concentration profile A(t) (Clem-al., 1998; Linden, 1998; Luscher et al., 1998). Thus, a
ents, 1996).change in fusion efficacy, like that which we have de-
scribed here, could explain how synaptic strength can A(t) 5 A0 (1 2 exp2t/t1) (A1exp2t/t2 1 A2exp2t/t3)
be altered following plasticity, in the complete absence
Where t1 5 0.2 ms, t2 5 0.2 ms, t3 5 1.8 ms, A1 5 3.2 mM, andof any change in the total amount of neurotransmitter A2 5 0.5 mM. For AMPA-quiet synapses, our experimental results
liberated per stimulus. suggested that the rate of glutamate release must be reduced, caus-
ing a slower time to peak and attenuated maximum peak concentra-
Experimental Procedures tion of glutamate. However, the majority of glutamate needed to be
released within 10 ms to induce the observed levels of NMDA recep-
Cell Culture and FM Dye Staining tor activation. Using these values as boundaries, we utilized the
Hippocampi were dissected from postnatal day 1–3 rat pups and following equation to simulate A(t).
cultured as previously described (Liu and Tsien, 1995). Both FM1-
A(t) 5 A0 (1 2 exp2t/t1) exp2t/t243 and AM1-43 staining was carried out by applying either 10 mM
N-(3-triethylammoniumpropyl)-4-(4-(dibutylamino) styryl) pyridinium Where t1 5 7 ms, t2 5 13 ms, and A0 was set so that the total amount
dibromide (FM1-43, “synaptogreen”; Biotium, Richmond, CA) or of transmitter released under both conditions was identical. These
AM1-43 (Biotium) in a solution of (in mM) NaCl, 39; KCl, 90; glucose, concentration profiles and conventional kinetic models for the
30; HEPES, 25; 5 mM D-CPP; and 10 mM DNQX to prevent NMDA AMPA and NMDA receptor activation were used to simulate gluta-
and AMPA receptor activation. AM1-43 is a form of FM1-43 with an mate receptor activation.
additional aldehyde-reactive amino group at the hydrophilic end of
the styryl dye, making it less sensitive to fixation. Cell cultures were
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